monotonie families of neighborhoods* the distributive property gives also local compactness and regularity. The author has been unable to prove that the Lindelöf property is among these necessary conditions ; if it is, it is possible to state simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the distributive property (see Theorems 14 and 16).
Lemma I. 7« a Frêchet space H in order that every point set be separable, it is necessary and sufficient that (1) every closed set be separable and (2) if a point is a limit point of a point set, it is a limit point of a countable subset of the point set.
Lemma II. In a Frêchet space V every monotonie family of neighborhoods of a point contains a sub-collection which is a well-ordered monotonie descending family of neighborhoods of the point. Theorem 1. A space satisfies the first countability axiom if each point in it has a monotonie family of neighborhoods and one of the following holds: (A) The space is a Hausdorff space in which every point set is a-compact in itself; (B) the space is a space H in which a point is a limit point of a point set if and only if it is a limit point of a countable subset of the point set.
Proof. Consider first case (A). Let S he the set of all points in the space, P be a point in it, H be a well-ordered monotonie descending family of neighborhoods of P, and Ä' be a well-ordering of the points of 5 -P. Let Ui be an element of H, Pi he the first point of K in U\, and Fi the first element in H which is a subset of Ui and of which Pi is not a point or a boundary point. Suppose that P is not an isolated point of the space. Suppose that Ux, Px, and Vx have been defined for each ordinal x less than a definite ordinal a. Provided that there exist elements of H common to all VJs for x < a we shall define Ua, Pa, and F« as follows: Ua is the first element of 77 common to all the Vx's for x<a; Pa is the first element of A" in Ua; Va is the first element of 77 which is a subset of Ua and of which Pa is not a point or limit point. Let G be the well-ordered sequence (V\, Clearly each point of E is an isolated point of E. It follows from our condition that E, and hence G, has each a finite or a countable number of elements.
We shall show that each element of H contains an element of G. Suppose this were not true ; then, since H is monotonie, it would contain an element U * A complete family of neighborhoods of a point is one that defines the operation of derivation at that point; cf. Frêchet, pp. 172-173. Such a family is monotonie provided that every pair of its elements has the property that one is a subset of the other, and said to be monotonie descending with reference to a definite ordering provided that if one element precedes another, the first contains the second. In connection with a space H Frêchet we shall consider the term neighborhood as equivalent to the term "open set"; cf. Frêchet, which is a subset of all elements of G. There exists a first ordinal X which is greater than all ordinals x such that there exists an element Vx of G. Since H is a well-ordered sequence, there exists a first one of its elements that is common to all elements of G, and this element is by definition U\. Then the first point of K in U\ is Px. There exist open sets Pi and R2 containing P\ and P respectively and having no common points. Then P is not a point or limit point of 5-U\ or of 5 -R2; hence, there exists a first element of H that is a subset of U\ and does not have P\ on its boundary. This element is by definition V\. But, this is contary to the definition of X. Thus, every element of H contains an element of G; the converse is true. Since H is a family of neighborhoods of P, so is G. t Consider next case (B). Let P be a limit point of the set of distinct points, £ = (Pi, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ ), none of which is P, and let H= [W] be a family of neighborhoods of P. For each » let Wn be an element of H containing no point of P1+P2+P3+
• • • +Pn, and G = (Wx, W2, Wh-■ ■). Then each element of H contains an element of G ; for, if some element U of H did not contain an element of Gj it would be a subset of every element of G. Hence, if » is any integer, U is a subset of W"+x and does not contain P". But this involves a contradiction, since P is a limit point of E. Thus every element of H contains an element of G, and conversely. It follows that G is a family of neighborhoods of P.f Theorem 2. A locally compact Hausdorff space which has the Lindelof property satisfies the first countability axiom.
Proof. Let P be a point of our space T. For each point Q of T-P let Uq and Vq be mutually exclusive open sets containing Q and P respectively. Then T-P may be covered by a countable sequence (UQ¡, UQi, Uq" • ■ • ) of the elements of [Uq], Let R be an open set containing P such that R is compact; let Wn = R-(T-^'."Üq,); and let F = (Wx,W2,Wh ■ • ■ ). Then P is a monotonic descending family of neighborhoods of P. For, let M be a point set having points distinct from P in every element of P. It may be shown that M has a subset N = (Pi, P2, P3, • ■ ■ ) of distinct points such that for P"elFn each ». Since R o Wn, Wn is compact; hence N has a limit point X which is a point of Wx ■ W2 ■ W3 ■ ■ ■ ■ . Iî X were a point of T-P, there would be an integer « such that X belongs to Uçn. Since Wn contains no point of UQn we are involved in a contradiction.
Conversely if P is a limit point of a point set K, every element of P contains a point of K distinct from P.
Lemma III. In a space H the limiting set of a collection of point sets is closed. Theorem 3. Every regular space H which satisfies the first countability axiom and has the distributive property is locally compact. This theorem may be proved by methods analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 8 of the author's first paper, p. 677.
Theorem 4. Every space V which has the distributive property is a-compact.
Proof. Suppose there exists a space which satisfies the hypothesis, but contains an uncountable point set M whose derived set is vacuous. Let K be a countable subset of M, N = M -K, and Pi, P2, P3, • • • be points of K.
For each point x of N and each positive integer « let gxn = x+Pn. Let G* be the aggregate [gxn] . For each point a; of A7 there exists a neighborhood Rx of x which contains no point of M-x. Hence x is the limiting set of the aggregate G* = (gxi, gx2, gx3, • • • )■ Since N has no limit point, it is closed. It follows from our hypothesis that G* contains a sub-collection G whose limiting set is N. Let GX = GG*. Since Rx contains no point of any element of G-Gx, Gx contains infinitely many distinct elements. Since N is an uncountable point set, and an element of G" contains the point z of N only if y = z, G has uncountably many elements. Hence there exists an integer m such that Pm is common to infinitely many elements of G. This involves a contradiction with the fact that N is the limiting set of G.
Theorem 4A. 7» order that a metric space should have the distributive property, it is necessary and sufficient that it be locally compact and separable.
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4, Gross, loc. cit., pp. 805-806, and Theorems 8 and 9 of the authors first paper, pp. 677-678.
A space Si is said to be a sub-space of a space S2 provided that (1) every point of Si is a point of S2, and (2) if P is an arbitrary point and M an arbitrary point set in Si then P is a limit point of M in Si if and only if it is a limit point of M in S2.
Lemma IV. Every subspace of a space S is a space S, and every subspace of a space H is a space 77.
Theorem 5. If a space S has the distributive property, then every regular, locally compact subspace of it has this property.
Proof. Let Si he a space S having the distributive property, and let T be a regular, locally compact sub-space of it. In T let A' be a closed point set and G be a collection of sets such that each point P of K belongs to a subset KP of K which is the limiting set of a sub-collction Gp of G. Let LP be the limit- Pit o R3T. It follows that Q is not a limit point of M-R3 in the space Si.
Hence, there exists in Si an open set U which contains Q but contains no point of M -R3. Since Q is a limit point of N, there exists in A a point x such that U contains a point y of Lx. Then U must contain points of infinitely many elements of Gx. Since the elements of Gx are subsets of M, and U ■ M is a subset of R3, R3 contains points of infinitely many elements of Gx. Since R3t is compact, it must contain a point W which belongs to the limiting set of Gx; since Rit 3 R3t, the latter contains no point of K. This involves a contradiction with the fact that KoKx. Hence the point Q does not exist, and N M = A. For each point a; of Ñ -K let hXx, h2x, h3x, -be the pairs (x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3), • • • . Let H be the aggregate [hix] , where the range of i is the set of positive integers, and that of x is the point set N -K. Since Si is a space S, Ñ is closed, and for every point P of K the following holds: NoNoLp. It follows that each point of Ñ belongs to a subset of Ñ which is the limiting set in Si of a sub-collection of G+H. Since Si has the distributive property, G+H has a sub-collection Gi+Hi such that N is the limiting set of Gi+Hi in Si and such that Gi and Hi respectively are sub-collections of G and H respectively.
Suppose that K is not a subset of Ki, where Ai is the limiting set of Gi in Si. Then K must contain a point E which belongs to the limiting set of Hi. Let RE be an open set in T containing E such that Ret is compact. It follows from an analogous situation above that in Si the point E is not a limit point of M-Re and that there exists in Si an open set UE which contains no point oíM-Re. Then UB contains a point X of an element of H\. Let B denote the limiting set of G in Si. Since BoN, and B is closed, Bz>N. Since X is a point of Ñ -K = Ñ-Ñ ■ M, and all elements of G are sub-sets of M, X is the unique limit point in Si of an infinite subset of M, and Ue, which contains X, contains such a set Ex. Then REiM UE^EX. Since X is not a point of T, Ex has no limit point in T. This involves a contradiction with the fact that Ret is a compact subset of T. Hence Ai z> K. Since M d A, it follows that lows that K = KXM. Hence K is the limiting set of Gx in T. Thus we have shown that T has the distributive property.
A space H is said to be nearly a space L provided that if in that space P is any point, M is any point set, and P is a limit point of M, then P is the derived set of a subset of M.
Theorem 5A. Every regular, locally compact subspace of a space H which has the distributive property and is nearly a space L has the distributive property.
The proof is the same as that for Theorem 5.
Theorem 6. In a space H which has the distributive property every point set is a-compact in itself.
Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true and that 5i is a space H which has the distributive property but contains an uncountable point set M which contains no limit point of itself. Let T be the subspace of 5i whose points are the points of M. To show that T has the distributive property adopt the notation of the proof of Theorem 5 and follow this proof to the place where the existence of the collections Gx and Hx is established, and suppose as there that K contains a point E not belonging to the limiting set of Gx. Define M' as the derived set of M in Sx. Since the points of elements of ZZi are points of N -K, it follows that E is a limit point of M' -MM' in Sx. Since 5i is a space H, derived sets in it are closed, and £ is a point of M' and hence a limit point of M. Since £ is a limit point of M, we are involved in a contradiction. Thus £ does not exist, and the argument of Theorem 5 shows that T has the distributive property.
By Theorem 4 the set M must have a limit point in T. But this again is contrary to the definition of M. Thus the supposition that the theorem is not true leads to a contradiction.
Note. When the space of our hypothesis is a space 5 the proof may be simplified. Let 5i be our space and define M and T as above; then T is a regular, locally compact subspace of 5i, since all its points are isolated. By Theorem 5, T has the distributive property, and by Theorem 4, we are involved in a contradiction.
Theorem 7. In order that in a space H each point set either be condensed in itself or be separable, it is necessary and sufficient that every point set be a-compact in itself.]
Proof. Obviously the condition is necessary. Suppose that it is not sufficient, and that thé space contains a point set £ which neither contains a conf In part our proof of Theorem 7 follows methods used by Sierpiñski; cf. Sierpiñski (II). See also the introduction for a discussion of the relation of Theorem 7 to some results by Sierpiñski and Kuratowski. densation point of itself nor is separable. Then, for each point P of £ there exists a countable subset D(P) of £ such that P is not a point or a limit point of E-D(P). Let T be a well-ordered sequence (px, p2, pa, Proceed as follows : Let qx = px. Let ß be a definite ordinal less than 8. Suppose that qx has been defined for all ordinals x<ß, and let U$ be the set of all qx's for such x's. Let Sß be the sum of all point sets D(qv), where qy is an element of Uß. Let qs be the first point of T which is not a point or a limit point of Sß.
We shall now show that q9 exists for every ordinal ß less than 8. For, if qß does not exist for all such ordinals ß, there must be a first such ordinal X for which it does not exist. Then it follows from our definitions that each point of £ is either a point or a limit point of 5x. But 5x is the sum of all point sets Z?(<7z), where qz ranges over U\; thus 5X is the sum of a countable number of countable sets and is countable; then £ is separable. Thus, the supposition that X exists leads to a contradiction.
Next we shall show that qß is an isolated point of U. By definition qß is not a point or a limit point of Uß. Further, Sß+X, which contains Diqß), contains no point oí U-Uß+X. Since U -qß=Uß+iU-Uß+X), it follows that qs is an isolated point of U.
Thus, every point of the uncountable sequence U is an isolated point of U. By our hypothesis, however, U must contain a limit point of itself. Thus, the supposition that our condition is not sufficient has led to a contradiction. Theorem 8. In order that for each infinite collection of point sets in a space H it be true that at most a countable number of its elements fail to be subsets of its limiting set, it is necessary and sufficient that every point set in the space -be a-compact in itself.
Proof. We shall first show that the condition is sufficient. Suppose that it is not and that there exists in our space a point set K and a collection G of point sets such that K is the limiting set of G, but that G contains an uncountable sub-collection Gx, none of whose elements are subsets of K. For each element g of Gx let P" be a point which does not belong to K. It follows by our hypothesis that the set [P"] contains a point Q, every neighborhood of which contains infinitely many elements of [P"]. Then Q belongs to the limiting set of G, and we are involved in a contradiction.
Conversely, let M be an uncountable point set in a space which satisfies our condition. Let G2 be a collection of point sets whose elements are the points of M, no two elements being the same point. Then M' is the limiting set of G, and M' and M have uncountably many points in common. Thus, the condition is necessary.
Theorems 8 and 9 are generalizations of Theorems 2 and 4, respectively, of our first paper, and are of interest in connection with Theorem 7, and also with Theorems 6 and 10A, in that they indicate consequences of the distributive property.
Theorem 9. In order that for a space H every infinite collection of sets should contain a countable sub-collection having the same limiting set as the collection itself, it is necessary and sufficient that every point set in the space be separable.
Proof. To prove the necessity of the condition proceed as follows: Let A be a point set and M = N. Let G be a collection such that for each point x of N there exists a collection of elements of G, gix, g2x, g3x, ■ ■ ■ , where g"x is the pair («, x). Now proceed by methods analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 4 of the author's first paper.
Consider next the sufficiency. Let G be a collection of sets and K he the limiting set of G. By our condition A contains a countable subset A = Pi+P2+P3+ ■ • ■ such that Ä = A. Then for each « the point P" belongs to the limiting set of some countable sub-collection of G. Suppose that for some definite P, = Q this is not true. Let g0 be a definite element of G. For « greater than zero suppose that gk has been defined for k<n. Let Gn = G -(go+gi+gs+ • ■ • +gn-i); let 77" be the sum of all elements of G";
andlet Fn = Qi+Q2+Q3+ ■ ■ ■ he a countable set such that F" 3 77n 3 Pn. Then Q is a point of F" .
For, let R he an open set containing Q. Since Q belongs to the limiting set of G, and hence of Gn, R contains points of infinitely many elements of G". If Q were common to infinitely many elements of G", it would be common to a countable infinity of such elements and would belong to the limiting set of this countable collection ; this, however, is contrary to the definition of Q. Thus R contains points of 77" distinct from Q, and hence points of F". Thus QeF/.. For each positive integer k let tk denote a definite element of G" that contains Qk. Let T denote the aggregate (ii, k, k, ■ • ■). Since T has a finite or a countable number of elements, Q does not belong to its limiting set. Hence, there must exist an open set U containing Q which contains points of at most a finite number of the elements of T, say of tk" tk¡, ■ ■ ■ , tkj. Then U-Fn=¿ZttZ{U-Fn-ti¡i. Since Q belongs to the derived set of U Fn, it follows that for some i, 0<i<j+l, Q is a limit point of UFntki, that is of tki. Let gn he defined as the sum of « and such a tki, and E = (gi, g2, g3, ■ ■ ■ ). Then Q is a limit point of each element of £,and hence belongs to the limiting set of E.
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Thus, each point P" of N is a point of the limiting set of some countable sub-collection Mn of G. Let M =12\ZxMn, and let L be the limiting set of M.
Then K = lVoLoN. Since in a space H derived sets are closed, it follows that L = N = K. But, M is a countable sub-collection of G.
Theorem 10. Zw a Hausdorff space having the distributive property every closed point set is separable.
Proof. Suppose that a space 5i satisfies the hypothesis but not the conclusion of our theorem. Then there exists in it an uncountable, closed, nonseparable point set £. By Theorems 6 and 7 the set £ contains a point of condensation of itself Q; similarly E-Q contains a point of condensation of itself P. Let U and V be mutually exclusive open sets containing Q and P, respectively. Let M = U ■ E, N = V ■ E, and H = [Si -( U+V) ] ■ E. Then one of the three point sets M, N, ox H is non-separable; for otherwise £, their sum, would be separable. Consider the two cases : (I) Either M or N is not separable ; (II) both M and N are separable. Consider first case (I) and suppose that it is ¿V that is not separable. Let K = E -M; then H+N = E -MoKoN, and K is not separable. For, suppose that K is separable and has a countable subset Pi such that Kx d K. By definition H is the product of the two closed sets £ and Si -(U+V), and thus is closed. It follows that every point of N = K -K ■ H is either a point or a limit point oi N-Kx. Thus, the supposition that K is separable, involves a contradiction with the hypothesis that N is not separable.
We shall now define certain sequences by an induction process. Let z0 be a point of M-Q, P0 = Zo, and U0 = U. Now suppose that Uk, Rk, and zk have been defined for all non-negative integers k less than the definite integer ».
Let U" be an open set containing Q such that Un-X -Rn-i • Un-X => Un, let z" be a point of M • (Un-Q), and let Pn be an open set containing z" such that Un-Q^Rn-Let P=Z]+Zs+z3+ ■ • • . The existence of Un, z", and P" for every positive integer » may be shown by making use, in particular, of Hausdorff's Axiom D. Since the open sets Pi, R2, R3, ■■ ■ are mutually exclusive, it follows that P ■ P' is vacuous.
For each point t oí K and each positive integer » let gf» = i+z", and G be the aggregate of all such g,"'s. Since zx, z2, z3, ■ ■ ■ are distinct points, the limiting set of the aggregate (gtx, gt2, g(3, • • • ) is t+F'. Thus, each point of K+F' belongs to a subset of K+F' which is the limiting set of a sub-collection of G. Hence, G has a sub-collection Gi whose limiting set is K+F'. Let W be the product of K and the sum of the elements of Gi. Since E -M = K, and M o F, it follows that K • F is vacuous. Then every point of K is a point or a limit point of W, and so is every point of K. If the elements of Gi were count-able, so would be the points of W; then K would be separable. This is impossible, since A is not separable, and no point of A is a limit point of K K. Hence, there are uncountably many elements of Gi, and there must exist an integer/ such that z,-belongs to uncountably many elements of Gi. Then z, belongs to the limiting set of Gi, that is to K+F'. But, z,-belongs to neither K nor P'. Thus, case (I) involves a contradiction.
Consider next case (II). Since both M and N are separable, so are M and Ñ. Let K = E -(M+N). Then K is not separable. Define first F and then G precisely as in the proof of case (I) ; by following this proof we again arrive at a contradiction. Thus, the supposition that the theorem is not true is untenable.
Theorem 10A. // a Hausdorff space is nearly a space L and has the distributive property, every point set in it is separable. This is a consequence of Theorems 10 and 6 and Lemma I. Theorem 11. A space H which satisfies the first countability axiom is a Hausdorff space if and only if it is a space S.f Theorem 12. ^4 locally compact space S (Hausdorff space) which satisfies the first countability axiom is regular.% Theorem 12A. // a Hausdorff space is locally compact at one of its points P, and P has a countable family of neighborhoods, the space is regular at P. Theorem 13. A space S (Hausdorff space) which has the distributive property and satisfies the first countability axiom is regular.
Proof. Suppose that Si is a space S which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem but contains a point P at which it is not regular. Then there exists in Si an open set R containing P such that if P, is any open set whatever containing P, then Ri is not a subset of R. Let (Vi, V2, V3, ■ ■ ■ ) he a countable family of neighborhoods containing P such that R d Fi u V2 o V3 d • ■ • . Let Z7i = Vi, »ti = l, and Mi he a countable subset of Vi-P which has a unique limit point in R'-R, say Pi. By an induction process we shall now define Un, Mn, mn, and P" for every positive integer ». Proceed as follows : Suppose they have been defined for all »'s less than a definite integer k. Let mk he the first integer greater than mk-i such that Vmk contains no point of X^~i~ M,, let Uk -Vmk, and let Mk he a compact countable sequence of points belonging to Uk -P and having a unique limit point Pk belonging to R' -R.
We shall now prove that Uk, Mk, mk, and Pk exist for all positive integers k; the argument suggests, in particular, the proof for the case k = l. Suppose that our proposition has been established for all »'s less than k, where Kk. Then each of the sequences Mx, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ , M¡,-i has exactly one limit point; the derived set of their sum is P1+P2+ • • • +P*-i, which is a subset of R' -R. Then P is not a limit point of the closed point set 2^-*-1-^V> aiid there exists an integer mk greater than mk-X such that Vmk contains no point of this point set. Hence Uk exists. It follows from the definition of R that Uk is not a subset of R, and that Uk has a limit point Pk in R'-R. Since our space is a space 5, Uk-P has a countable subset Mk such that Pk is the unique limit point of every infinite subset of Mk. Our existence theorem may thus be established by mathematical induction.
The sequence Pi, P2, P3, ■ • ■ contains a sub-sequence P"" P"2, P"" ■ • ■ , having not more than one limit point, such that nx < n2 < »3 < • ■ • . If this sub-sequence has a limiting set, let it be denoted by the symbol Q; otherwise, let Q be the null set. Let Pnk = Qk; Mnt -Nk; let Oxk, 0-&, 03k, -be the points of Nk; g]k = Q+OkX+0,k; let Gk be the sequence igxk, g2k, g3k, ■ ■ ■ ); G*=2~2i]ZxGi;andK = Q+Nx+12lZxQk.ThelimitingsetoiGkisQ+Okx+Qk.
Since K is closed and the space has the distributive property, G* contains a sub-collection G whose limiting set is K. Suppose that G contains elements in common with at most a finite number of the elements of the aggregates Gi, Gt, Gt, • ■ ■ , say with those having subscripts not greater than a definite integer /. Then, contrary to the fact that K contains infinitely many distinct points, the limiting set of G is a subset of Q+!2\l'xiOkx+Qk). Hence, for infinitely many values of k there exist elements of G which contain points of Nk. Thus, every element of (Vx, F2, V3, ■ ■ ■ ) contains points in common with infinitely many distinct elements of G, and P belongs to the limiting set of G. Thus, the supposition that our space is not regular has led to a contradiction.
Theorem 13 A. If a space S has the distributive property and a point P in it has a countable family of neighborhoods, the space is regular at P. This theorem maybe proved by the methods used for Theorem 13. It follows by Theorem 3 that the space is locally compact at P.
Note. The statements of Theorems 12 and 13 differ only in that in the hypothesis of the one the distributive property takes the place of local compactness in that of the other; they are stated for both spaces 5 and Hausdorff spaces. Theorems 12A and 13A are analogous generalizations of Theorems 12 and 13 respectively; but 12A is stated for a Hausdorff space, while 13A is stated for a space 5. The question arises as to whether each of the Theorems 12A and 13A hold for both types of spaces. The author has not found the answer for the case of 13A; for 12A the answer is in the negative, as may be seen by considering a space T, when points and limit points are those of P+K+¿Z\líNi of the proof of Theorem 13.
Theorem 14. If a Hausdorff space or a space S has the distributive property and each point in it has a monotonie family of neighborhoods, then the following properties hold for the space: (1) It satisfies the first countability axiom; (2) it is both a Hausdorff space and a space S; (3) every point set in it is separable; and (4) it is regular and locally compact.
Proof. By Theorems 6 and 1 our space satisfies* the first countability axiom; by Theorem 11 it is both a space S and a Hausdorff space; by Theorem 10 and Lemma I every point set in it is separable; by Theorem 13 it is regular; and by Theorem 3 it is locally compact.
Note. Theorems 14 and 15 may be regarded as a summary of results of this paper with regard to conditions necessary for the distributive property. Theorem 16 deals with sufficient conditions; Theorems 15 and 17 with necessary and sufficient conditions. Theorem 15. 7/ a space S (Hausdorff space) satisfies the first countability axiom and has the distributive property, then in order that one of its sub-spaces have the distributive property it is necessary and sufficient that the sub-space be regular and locally compact.
Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 14; the sufficiency from Theorem 5.
Theorem 16. ^4 sufficient condition that a Hausdorff space have the distributive property is that it be locally compact and have the Lindelbf property, and that every closed point set in it be separable. Proof. By Theorem 2 our space satisfies the first countability axiom-; by Theorem 12 it is regular; by Theorem 11 and Lemma I every point set in it is separable. The proof may be completed by following the methods for Theorem 9 of the author's first paper, p. 678. Theorem 17 follows from Theorems 14 and 16.
Theorem 17.7« order that a Hausdorff space which has the Lindelbf property and in which every point has a monotonie family of neighborhoods should have the distributive property, it is necessary and sufficient that the space be locally compact and that every closed set in it be separable.
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